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entertainment

MONDAY, JUNE 25, 2018

C R O S S W O R D

S U D O K U

Across

1- Take an oath; 6- Manila hemp plant; 11- Santa ___, Calif.; 14- 
Championship; 15- Polynesian porch; 16- Designer Claiborne; 
17- Not joined; 19- Phila. clock setting; 20- Any huge creature; 
21- Yes ___, Bob!; 23- Mrs. McKinley; 24- Zealot; 25- Pines for; 
29- Big; 30- Cornerstone abbr.; 31- London gallery; 32- Narrow 
inlet; 35- In spite of; 39- Common ID; 40- Effortless; 41- Jan-
uary, in Juárez; 42- Right-hand page; 44- Climbed; 45- States; 
48- Fine; 49- Black magic; 50- Based on geology; 55- Old Cali-
fornia fort; 56- Uncertainty; 58- Call ___ day; 59- Wispy clouds; 

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTION

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTION

How to play
Place a number in the 
empty boxes in such 
a way that each row 
across, each column 
down and each 9-box 
square contains all of 
the numbers from one 
to nine.

Y O U R  S T A R  T O D A Y

B E E T L E  B A I L E Y

Aries
More confirmation of career and business success 
could come your way today. You’re probably feeling 
excited and motivated to keep pushing ahead. You 
might find, however, that increased responsibilities 
interfere with your social life and wonder if your 
friends have forgotten you.

Taurus
Success on all levels is filling your life and making you 
feel absolutely wonderful. The downside of this is that 
you might be a little too conscientious. Are you putting 
in a lot of extra hours? Be discriminating about this. 
Don’t work harder than you need to.

Gemini
Hard work, enthusiasm, and dedication are now pay-
ing off for you financially. New opportunities could be 
opening up for you to profit from your artistic talents 
The downside of this is that you might be working 
so hard that you’re too drained to be creative, even 
though the inspiration is there.

Cancer
People close to you might be a bit worried about you.  
Too much work and socializing might have you feeling 
a bit less than your usual self, perhaps even a little 
feverish and headachy. If so, this is a good day to take 
some time out, stay home, and get some rest. Don’t 
worry about sabotaging your success.

Leo
All continues to go well personally and professionally. 
You’re feeling strong and vigorous, but you might find 
that you’re a bit vague today. Your mind may not have 
its usual acuity, and you could be easily distracted. 
This isn’t a good day to start new projects. 

Virgo
Your high from your recent successes could have 
you wanting to go crazy purchasing luxury items you 
didn’t feel were practical before. This is fine as long 
as you’re discriminating and don’t give in to impulse 
buying. This also isn’t a good time to overindulge in 
food and drink.

Libra
Not only your own success but that of members of 
your household could have you on a real emotional 
high today. Your mind is likely to be buzzing with 
possibilities for future expansion, some of which may 
not be all that workable. However, you should allow 
yourself a few flights of fancy.

Scorpio
Today may prove to be one of your busiest in a long 
time. The promise of continuing success could find 
you spending a lot of time on the phone, sending faxes 
or emails, or perhaps making a few short trips around 
the community. You might not be able to reach every-
one you hoped to speak to, however. 

Sagittarius
Business and financial successes have you feeling hap-
py and satisfied. You’re also looking forward to moving 
ahead. The downside of this period is that people who 
aren’t particularly trustworthy could decide to grab 
your coattails for their own purposes. 

Capricorn
As your career dreams continue to unfold, you may 
find that there is a downside. First, there are new 
responsibilities and you might doubt your ability to 
fulfil them. Second, you might find yourself catapulted 
into the uncomfortable realm of office politics. Don’t 
let these matters put a damper on your enthusiasm. 

Aquarius
Recent spiritual breakthroughs might have you feeling 
both exhilarated and downcast. Your sensitive side 
tells you that this is a definite step forward on your 
spiritual path, but your logical side might cause you 
to doubt the reality of it. Take comfort in the fact that 
reality is relative. What you’re sensing is at least valid 
for you. Then keep moving ahead.

Pisces
Many of your personal goals have either been met or 
are in the process of manifesting. This has you feeling 
exhilarated. However, others around you might have 
their hands out. You might be asked to contribute to 
charities or make personal loans to people you don’t 
really know. You tend to want to be of assistance 
wherever you can, but be discriminating about help-
ing others right now. Some people may be less than 
trustworthy.

60- Snooped (around); 61- ___ Kapital; 62- Sharp; 63- First name 
in cosmetics; 

Down
1- Stump; 2- Fermented grape juice; 3- ____ - a -Sketch; 4- Lotion 
ingredient; 5- Chinese money; 6- Prince Valiant’s wife; 7- German 
composer; 8- Hill dweller; 9- Roman capital of Palestine; 10- As-
sisting; 11- On one’s toes; 12- Japanese-American; 13- Montezuma, 
for one; 18- Agrees tacitly; 22- Actress Charlotte; 24- Containing 
fat; 25- Hankerings; 26- Those, to Juan; 27- Env. notation; 28- 
Uncooked; 29- Cowboy’s tool; 31- ___ Amore; 32- Monetary unit 
of Cambodia; 33- As to; 34- Yes, there is ___!; 36- Constructive; 
37- It may be plunging; 38- Modern-day evidence; 42- Skin color 
of Washington football players!; 43- Beethoven’s Third; 44- Chim-
ney grime; 45- Shun; 46- A bit, colloquially; 47- Fountain treats; 
48- Eagle’s home; 50- Goldfinger portrayer Frobe; 51- Western 
Indians; 52- Sudden blast of wind; 53- ___ fixe; 54- Surrender; 
57- French vineyard;


